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Many photonic quantum information processing applications would benefit from a high brightness, fiber-coupled source of triggered single photons. Here, we present a fiber-coupled photonic-crystal waveguide (PCWG) single-photon source relying on evanescent coupling of the light field from a tapered outcoupler to an optical fiber. A two-step approach is taken where the performance of the tapered outcoupler is recorded first on an independent device containing an on-chip reflector. Reflection measurements establish that the chip-to-fiber coupling efficiency exceeds 80%. The detailed characterization of a high-efficiency PCWG extended with a tapered outcoupling section is then performed. The corresponding overall single-photon source efficiency is 10.9% ± 2.3%, which quantifies the success probability to prepare an exciton in the quantum dot, couple it out as a photon in the waveguide, and subsequently transfer it to the fiber. The applied outcoupling method is robust, stable over time, and broadband over several tens of nanometers, which makes it a highly promising pathway to increase the efficiency and reliability of planar chip-based single-photon sources.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Single photons are very robust carriers of quantum information that can be used for quantum simulations as well as other applications in quantum technology [1–3]. There is a strong need to develop reliable and practical single-photon sources delivering on demand, highly pure, and coherent single photons. Recent works have demonstrated tremendous progress on all of these features [4], in particular in micropillar devices relying on the vertical outcoupling of photons from quantum dots (QDs) [5–7], but the low outcoupling efficiency of photons into a fiber remains the main bottleneck. A different approach is based on the planar technology of nanophotonic waveguides, which present two main advantages. (1) Emitter-waveguide coupling efficiencies (beta factor) exceeding 98% have been demonstrated, thus constituting a deterministic photon-emitter interface [8] so that such a platform can be used as a building block for highly efficient single-photon sources. (2) Planar waveguide sources can be readily integrated in complex photonic circuits for fully on-chip quantum-information processing.

To this date, it remains a challenge to efficiently outcouple photons from such an inherently efficient single-photon source because of the high refractive index of the materials and the size mismatch between on-chip nanophotonic waveguides and optical fibers. Previous work on chip-to-fiber interfaces in silicon-based photonics employed either optimized gratings [9] or end-fire coupling from a tapered waveguide to a cleaved fiber [10]. The most efficient technique relies on evanescent coupling from a microfiber to an on-chip waveguide [11,12] with a record chip-to-fiber coupling efficiency of 97% [13]. Use of evanescent coupling to collect single photons from QDs [14] or nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond [15], has been recently studied, with single-photon source efficiencies into the fiber of 6% and 4.2%, respectively.

In the present work, single photons efficiently generated from a QD coupled to a unidirectional gallium arsenide PCWG are evanescently coupled to a microfiber on a separate tapered waveguide outcoupler. The tapering of the waveguide allows for an irreversible power transfer from the waveguide to the fiber rather than the oscillatory power transfer (along the propagation direction) that would occur for a fixed waveguide width [14]. The unprecedented internal efficiency of the source in conjunction with the ability to produce highly indistinguishable photons...
[16] opens very promising prospects for implementing optimal planar PCWG sources, crucial in applications such as boson sampling [17,18].

2. DESIGN OF THE CHIP-TO-FIBER OUTCOUPLING TAPER

QDs coupled to PCWG sources make an intrinsically deterministic single-photon source because the emitter-waveguide coupling is in theory \( \beta \rightarrow 1 \) [19], which has been exemplified in experiments [8]. The remaining challenge is to couple the collected photons out of the waveguide to an optical fiber with high efficiency. To this end, an efficient outcoupler is designed, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), which is adapted from Gröblacher et al. [11] to the case of GaAs at a wavelength of 940 nm. The operational principle relies on evanescent coupling from a tapered waveguide to a microfiber after being brought into contact with each other.

The effective indices of the taper and the fiber as well as the coupled fiber-taper system are calculated with finite element methods and displayed in Fig. 1(b). The refractive indices used for the simulation are 3.46 for the GaAs waveguide and 1.45 for the silica fiber. The fiber (black lines) has a constant diameter, assumed to be 1 \( \mu \)m, along the full interaction region, while the fundamental transverse-electric (TE) mode of the 160 nm thick GaAs waveguide (blue line) is a function of its width \( w \). When the two waveguides are brought in contact, the coupled system supports a series of mixed super modes (red lines) due to the interaction between the different bands. For \( w > 200 \) nm, the waveguide mode has an effective index above 2 and the fiber has barely any effect on the mode, which remains mostly in the waveguide. For \( 200 \) nm < \( w < 140 \) nm, the effective index of the waveguide mode approaches that of the fiber, i.e., the mode gets transferred to the fiber. For \( w < 140 \) nm, the effective index of the waveguide mode goes to 1 and the mode is mostly confined in the fiber. For example, for a tapering width of \( w = 140 \) nm, a 95% mode overlap between the bare fiber mode and the coupled waveguide mode is calculated by evaluating the mode overlap integral. Figure 1(c) plots the normalized electric field amplitude in the cross section of the coupled waveguide system and illustrates how the mode is transferred from the waveguide to the fiber as the waveguide width increases.

The design of the waveguide taper is made adiabatic, i.e., the width varies slowly along the propagation direction to prevent the fundamental mode from coupling to higher-order super modes, according to the condition \( d n_{WG} / dy \ll (2 \pi / \lambda_0)|n_{eff,1} - n_{eff,2}|^2 \) [11], where \( n_{WG} \) is the effective index of the bare waveguide mode, \( n_{eff,i} \) is the effective index of the i\textsuperscript{th} coupled waveguide mode displayed in Fig. 1(b), and \( \lambda_0 = 940 \) nm is the free-space wavelength. The tapers are designed to have a length \( L = 30 \) \( \mu \)m.

Two types of samples are fabricated, each containing self-assembled InAs QDs grown by molecular beam epitaxy, with a QD density of \( 100 \) \( \mu \)m\(^{-2} \) and emitting in the 920 nm ± 25 nm range. They are embedded in a 160 nm thick GaAs membrane, where waveguides and nanostructures are fabricated by means of electron-beam lithography and dry and wet etching [20].

The first type of sample, shown in Fig. 1(d), serves the purpose of testing the quality of the taper and the outcoupling to the fiber. It contains a tapered nanobeam waveguide (NWG) ending in a 1D photonic crystal reflector whose photonic bandgap spans from 870 to 1060 nm. The position and size of the first two holes of the

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(a)} & \quad \text{Sketch of the coupled waveguide system. The microfiber (gray cylinder) with a diameter of 1 \( \mu \)m is brought into contact with the tapered GaAs waveguide (blue taper) of thickness \( t = 160 \) nm. The waveguide is simulated with a width varying from 50 to 350 nm.} \\
\text{(b)} & \quad \text{The effective index of the bare tapered waveguide (blue), bare microfiber (black), and coupled waveguide-fiber system (red) as obtained from finite element simulations.} \\
\text{(c)} & \quad \text{The normalized total electric field amplitude \( |E| \) plotted in the cross section plane of the coupled waveguide system [as marked in (a)] for three different waveguide widths \( w \).} \\
\text{(d)} & \quad \text{A scanning-electron micrograph of the 30 \( \mu \)m long tapered nanobeam waveguide (right portion of image) terminated with a 1D photonic-crystal mirror (left portion of image).} \\
\text{(e)} & \quad \text{A scanning-electron micrograph of the photonic-crystal waveguide (left portion of image) connected to the 30 \( \mu \)m long tapered waveguide (right portion of image) for off-chip coupling.} \\
\text{(f)} & \quad \text{An optical microscope image of the dimpled microfiber, with an actual diameter of 1.9 \( \mu \)m ± 0.2 \( \mu \)m.}
\end{align*}
\]
tering of the incoming wave [21]. The waveguide is tapered down from a width of 300 nm at the reflector end to a final width of 140 nm over a length of 30 μm.

The second sample is shown in Fig. 1(e) and features a unidirectional PCWG terminated on one side by a photonic crystal section operating as a mirror. The PCWG has a 5 μm long slow-light section (measured band edge at 915 nm) to enhance the light-matter coupling in order to reach a near-unity β-factor [8]. The PCWG is coupled to a tapered NWG of a similar type as the one studied above, however tapered down to a final width of 160 nm. The transition from the slow-light section of the PCWG to the tapered NWG is naturally prone to reflection loss due to impedance mismatch between the two optical modes. In the device, this loss is minimized by engineering a modified PCWG section supporting light with a larger group velocity (fast-light section) [22], whose band edge is at 980 nm. Finite-element method simulations yield a transmission efficiency at the interface between the PCWG and tapered NWG of 88% at 940 nm.

Finally, the outcoupling single-mode fiber is tapered by a heat-and-pull technique and imprinted with a dimple [23], as shown in Fig. 1(f), to avoid touching the chip with the entire fiber, thus enabling the interaction with single nanophotonic waveguides [24]. The diameter of the fiber at the position of the dimple is 1.9 μm ± 0.2 μm, measured with a calibrated microscopy setup, where the uncertainty is due to inaccuracy in edge detection and is a one standard deviation value. The larger diameter of the fabricated tapered fiber compared to the designed value increases its effective index and therefore the crossover point in Fig. 1(b). However, this only slightly shifts the optimal working wavelength of the coupler while the efficiency should remain unchanged or increased. An advantage of this outcoupling method is that the achievable coupling efficiency is not very sensitive to the fiber diameter. The tapered fiber is then clamped into a U shape, mounted, and fed outside of the cryostat chamber by using a Teflon feedthrough [25]. The overall measured transmission of the tapered fiber (including input and output splices and connectors) is 67.4% ± 1.5%, where the uncertainty is due to fluctuations in the detected power levels and represents a one standard deviation value. The non-ideal transmission level is due to the taper and dimple sections, as well as dust residues caught by the tapered part of the fiber while mounted in the cryostat. For the outcoupling from the device, light propagates only through half of the length of the fiber, i.e., the relevant fiber transmission assuming the losses are symmetric is \( \sqrt{0.674} = 82.1\% \pm 1.8\% \), which is measured at 930 nm. All experiments are carried out inside a closed-cycle cryostat at 4.6 K.

3. BROADBAND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CHIP-TO-FIBER COUPLING EFFICIENCY

The chip-to-fiber coupling efficiency is an important figure-of-merit characterizing a fiber-coupled single-photon source. It is first investigated with the NWG sample [Fig. 1(d)], which was specifically designed for this purpose. We monitor the reflection and transmission through the fiber connected to the device by employing a pulsed supercontinuum white-light source filtered with a 830 nm long-pass filter and a 1060 nm short-pass filter in order to probe a wide wavelength range around the designed wavelength of 940 nm. The setup used for the characterization is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and consists of a polarization control unit and a 90:10 fiber beam splitter. The spectrum is recorded with a fiber-coupled spectrometer either at the input of the probe fiber (reference), output of the probe fiber (transmission), or the counter-propagating output of the exit port of the beam splitter (reflection). The polarization of the laser is controlled in order to launch a TE-like mode from the fiber into the tapered waveguide.

The chip-to-fiber coupling efficiency \( \eta_{CF} \) is obtained by recording the reflected power \( P_R \) and the input power \( P_I \). The transmission efficiency of the 90 port of the fiber beam splitter \( \eta_{FBS} \) has also been measured with the same broadband source to account for its spectral dependence. The coupling efficiency is plotted (solid blue line) for the NWG of Fig. 1(d) (solid blue line) obtained from reflection measurement and extracted as explained in the text. The dashed blue line data are obtained after correcting for the measured propagation losses in the tapered fiber.

Another indication of the very high coupling efficiency is obtained by transmission measurements through the fiber by comparing the transmitted power when the fiber is coupled to the chip and the 90:10 fiber beam splitter. The spectrum is recorded with a fiber-coupled spectrometer either at the input of the probe fiber (reference), output of the probe fiber (transmission), or the counter-propagating output of the exit port of the beam splitter (reflection). The polarization of the laser is controlled in order to launch a TE-like mode from the fiber into the tapered waveguide.

The chip-to-fiber coupling efficiency \( \eta_{CF} \) is obtained by recording the reflected power \( P_R \) and the input power \( P_I \). The transmission efficiency of the 90 port of the fiber beam splitter \( \eta_{FBS} \) has also been measured with the same broadband source to account for its spectral dependence. The coupling efficiency is plotted (solid blue line) for the NWG of Fig. 2(b), where we observe \( \eta_{CF} > 65\% \) around 920 nm. Correcting for the insertion and propagation loss in the tapered fiber (dashed blue line) leads to \( \eta_{CF} > 80\% \). We emphasize that this constitutes a conservative lower bound on the actual coupling efficiency since the recorded spectrum reflects on-chip at the photonic-crystal mirror, which may have a reflectivity below 1 due to fabrication imperfections. Excitingly, the chip-to-fiber coupling efficiency of \( >80\% \), obtained from reflection measurements on samples in a GaAs platform containing active QD emitters, is approaching a level that has so far only been reported for passive samples based on silicon [11–13].
device to the power when it is not coupled, as shown in Fig. 2(b). We observe that the transmission drops below 10% when the fiber is connected to the device. The fact that the transmission and reflection data have the same spectral dependence is a sign that the coupling to the device is the dominating extinction channel. However, we notice that the transmission values do not return fully to unity away from the coupler resonance, which is either due to the very broadband feature of the coupler not grasped by the wavelength range investigated here or due to a broadband insertion loss when coupling the fiber to the device. The broadband insertion loss may be due to the sharp change in refractive index created at the interface where the taper tip is attached to the suspended membrane. The mode launched from the fiber into the device can undergo partial direct backreflection or scattering at such an interface.

We subsequently reproduce the same type of measurement with the sample containing the PCWG shown in Fig. 1(e) and the results are plotted in Fig. 2(c). The measurements exhibit an extinction of $\approx$90% of the transmitted power, which is fully consistent with the measurements on the NWG since the outcoupling structure is similar. From reflection measurements we observe $\eta_{\text{CF}}$ > 60% around 930 nm after correcting for the insertion and propagation losses in the tapered fiber. The lower reflection compared to the NWG device stems from the fact that the PCWG device contains additional interfaces (tapered waveguide to fast-light PCWG and fast-light PCWG to slow-light PCWG) and therefore losses. Consequently, the recorded light propagates from the tapered waveguide and into the PCWG before being reflected and subsequently transferred back to the tapered waveguide from the PCWG. The simulated one-way transmission efficiency at the interface between the PCWG and the tapered waveguide is 88% at 940 nm, which explains the overall lower reflected power with this device compared to the NWG.

We find that both devices have a maximum coupling efficiency around 920 nm, but with varying bandwidths. We anticipate that the bandwidth varies with the position of the 15 $\mu$m long fiber dimple over the extent of the 30 $\mu$m long waveguide taper. Also, it should be mentioned that the NWG device was tapered to a smaller width of 140 nm as opposed to 160 nm for the PCWG.

4. SINGLE-PHOTON SOURCE EFFICIENCY

Several parameters determine the overall efficiency of a single-photon source including the probability to create a single excitation in the quantum emitter upon optical pumping, to collect the emitted photon with the photonic nanostructure, and to subsequently route the photon into the usable mode of an optical fiber. The resulting total probability that the optical excitation of the QD leads to a propagating photon in the fiber is denoted the source efficiency, which is the figure-of-merit for applications of the single-photon source. To extract the source efficiency, we study single QDs embedded in the nanostructures while exciting and collecting through the fiber. The excitation part of the setup is identical to that shown in Fig. 2(a), where the sample is excited through the fiber while the collected signal travels back through the 90% port of the fiber beam splitter toward the detection setup. The chip-to-fiber coupling is optimized by maximizing the recorded emission intensity of the QD ensemble excited with a continuous-wave laser at 860 nm while repeatedly landing the fiber on the taper and slightly adjusting its position. Subsequently, single QD lines are investigated by redshifting the laser wavelength in order to excite through the $p$-shell transition of one of the brightest QD lines on the sample. The laser is subsequently operated in a pulsed mode (3 ps pulse) with a 76 MHz repetition rate and the saturation curve of the QDs is recorded by measuring the emission intensity of the QD line versus excitation power on a spectrometer. Examples of saturation curves are displayed in Fig. 3(d) and by modeling the data we obtain the characteristic saturation power $P_{\text{sat}}$ of the QD. Furthermore, we record the single-photon purity of the source by performing a second-order correlation measurement of the QD signal. However, the device

![Fig. 3. Characterization of QDs in a PCWG and a NWG. (a) The detection setup: the QD emission collected from the device is filtered and sent to SNSPDs. (b) The auto-correlation measurement at 0.1 and 2 $P_{\text{sat}}$ for a QD coupled to a PCWG. The data are fitted (red curve) to extract the value of $g^{(2)}(0)$. (c) The auto-correlation function at a zero time delay as a function of pumping power for a QD coupled to a NWG (red triangle) and a PCWG (blue circle). Error bars are a 95% confidence interval from the fits. (d) The raw SNSPD count rates for the brightest QDs in the two types of waveguides versus the excitation power. The saturation behavior of the QDs is confirmed by fitting the data with $I = I_{\text{sat}}(1 - \exp(-P/P_{\text{sat}}))$ (solid lines), which allows for the extraction of the maximum achievable count rate $I_{\text{max}}$ and the saturation pump power $P_{\text{sat}}$.](image-url)
contains several QDs, therefore spectral filtering of a single QD line in the collected signal is required. The QD line is filtered using a grating-pinhole setup [see Fig. 3(a)] with a bandwidth of 0.5 nm and a transmission efficiency of 52.6% ± 4.2%, which is calibrated using a single-frequency laser tuned to the QD emission wavelength. We note that the QD emission also features phonon sidebands that typically amount to the level of 10% to 20% of the emission in the zero-phonon line at a temperature of 4 K [4]. These phonon sidebands will be removed by the implemented filter setup implying that the actual transmission efficiency is correspondingly lower. The signal is then sent into a fiber-based 50:50 beam splitter connected to two superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs) [26,27] with a measured detection efficiency of 80.5% ± 4.7% at 930 nm. In order to remain within the linear regime, we place a neutral density filter (8.42x attenuation) before the detectors.

We investigate the brightest QD coupled to the PCWG, which emits at 931 nm and is excited through a resonance of the QD at 905 nm. The second-order correlation function for two different pumping powers is shown in Fig. 3(b) and is fitted with a sum of exponentially decaying peaks multiplied by slowly decaying exponential functions to account for blinking of the QD transition. Blinking effectively reduces the source efficiency, since the QD switches between bright and dark emitter states, which is commonly observed for quasi-resonant excitation of self-assembled QDs [28]. We generally observe an increase in blinking rate with pumping power [compare the two traces of Fig. 3(b)], while the magnitude of the blinking is found to vary for different QDs. In the presence of blinking, the purity of the single-photon pulses, which is gauged by the value of $g^{(2)}(0)$, can be recorded as the area of the suppressed peak found at a zero time delay relative to the average area of the peaks at long times where the effects of blinking are negligible [29]. The blinking amplitude, which assesses the preparation efficiency of the source, is extracted from the fit as the peak amplitude at long time delay over the peak amplitude at zero time delay [28]. Figure 3(c) plots $g^{(2)}(0)$ as a function of the pumping power, where the error bars are 95% confidence interval from the fits. We obtain $g^{(2)}(0) = 0.20 ± 0.08$ at $0.1 P_{sat}$, which quantifies the good quality of the single-photon emission. Despite the quasi-resonant excitation scheme, exciting through the fiber excites multiple QDs in the waveguide (PCWG + tapered waveguide section), hence the non-zero $g^{(2)}(0)$. However, the purity could straightforwardly be improved further by reducing the density of QDs on the structure [5] or by using a narrower band spectral filtering of the QD line.

By recording the decay rate of the QD in the PCWG, we can determine the single-photon coupling efficiency to the waveguide mode (the $\beta$-factor) by employing the method of Ref. [8]. The decay curve is recorded at $0.2 P_{sat}$ and exhibits a single-exponential decay, which is expected when exciting the QD quasi-resonantly because bright excitons are predominantly prepared due to the spin-conserving cascade to the ground-state exciton [30]. The corresponding decay rate is $1.13 \text{ ns}^{-1}$, from which $\beta = 0.91$ is extracted. We mention that the potential minor influences of non-radiative processes are not included in this analysis, which for neutral excitons can be accounted for by analyzing their coupling to dark excitons [31].

To determine the efficiency of the single-photon source, we analyze the recorded SNSPD count rates close to saturation.

### Table 1. Performance and Efficiencies of the Single-Photon Source Based on a QD Coupled to a PCWG*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNSPD count rate</td>
<td>3.37 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-photon count rate</td>
<td>2.43 MHz ± 0.43 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber transmission</td>
<td>82.1% ± 1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber beam splitter</td>
<td>84.8% ± 4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral filtering</td>
<td>52.6% ± 4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector (SNSPD)</td>
<td>80.5% ± 4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturation level</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation (1—blinking)</td>
<td>55.8% ± 4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD-waveguide coupling: $\beta$</td>
<td>91% ± 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single photons in the fiber</td>
<td>8.24 MHz ± 1.7 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source efficiency</strong></td>
<td><strong>10.9% ± 2.3%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Blue: off-chip efficiencies for routing, filtering, and detecting the single photons. Uncertainties in the off-chip efficiencies are due to fluctuations in the measured power and represent a one standard deviation value. Green: on-chip efficiencies of the single-photon source. Uncertainties in the on-chip efficiencies are a 95% confidence interval from the fits. The source efficiency (per pulse probability that the source emits a photon in the fiber) is extracted from the single-photon count rate on the SNSPD relative to the repetition rate of the pump laser after correcting for the off-chip efficiencies (blue).

First, the single-photon count rate $\Gamma_{SP}$ is obtained after correcting for the residual contribution from background emission through $\Gamma_{SP} = \Gamma_{SNSPD} (1 - g^{(2)}(0))^{1/2}$ by assuming a Poissonian background [32], where $\Gamma_{SNSPD}$ defines the raw SNSPD count rate. As an example, at maximum intensity of the QD, the SNSPD count rate is 3.37 MHz with an associated $g^{(2)}(0) = 0.46$, meaning that the pure single-photon contribution corresponds to a rate of $\Gamma_{SP} = 2.43$ MHz. By correcting for the detection efficiency (80.5%), spectral filtering efficiency (52.6%), beam-splitter efficiency (84.8%), and fiber transmission (82.1%), we achieve a single-photon rate of coupling from chip to fiber of 8.24 MHz ± 1.7 MHz. The resulting source efficiency is derived by relating that number to the repetition rate of the excitation laser, and we find an overall source efficiency of 10.9% ± 2.3%. The various efficiencies and performance of the single-photon source and detection setup are summed up in Table 1.

We further analyze the recorded source efficiency by relating it to the different on-chip losses measured independently, as shown in Table 1. The main limitation of the source comes from the blinking of the QD to off states (44.2% at maximum intensity), which by itself diminishes the brightness of the source roughly by half. Considering the measured total on-chip efficiency of single-photon generation (green entries in Table 1: 49.5%), off-chip efficiency of routing, filtering and detecting the single photons (blue entries in Table 1: 29.5%), and the chip-to-fiber coupling efficiency measured from passive reflection at 931 nm [see Fig. 2(c): 55.6%], the expected count rate at the detector is $\Gamma_{SP} = 5.50$ MHz, which is higher than the experimentally recorded value of 2.43 MHz. This indicates that additional loss processes contribute to the experiment on QDs more than accounted for. One possible explanation is the QD fine structure although it was not explicitly tested whether the studied QD line arises from a neutral exciton: a neutral exciton in a QD can be identified by analyzing its coupling to dark excitons [4], and in a quasi-resonant excitation scheme both dipoles may be excited. A non-quasi-resonant excitation of the QD would in fact
prepare both bright and dark excitons randomly [31], which would impact the preparation efficiency significantly depending on the coupling of the two bright dipoles to the PCWG and the quantum efficiency of the QD [4]. Furthermore, the filtering of the phonon sidebands by the grating setup will reduce the recorded count rate. Finally, the blinking amplitude extracted from the fit is only a lower estimate because blinking processes that occur faster than the excitation period (≈13 ns) are smeared out because of the pulsed excitation. These effects would have to be studied in continuous-wave excitation.

Although not explicitly designed for the purpose of actively collecting single photons, we also check the emission properties of a QD embedded directly in a NWG [see Fig. 1(d)]. We find a QD coupled to the NWG emitting at 933 nm, which we excite through a QD resonance at 898 nm. The data are plotted in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). At the highest intensity, we record a maximum SNSPD count rate of 4.38 MHz with corresponding $g^{(2)}(0) = 0.38 ± 0.05$. By performing the same analysis as with the PCWG device, we get a pure single-photon rate on the SNSPD of 3.44 MHz, a single-photon pickup rate directly from the chip to fiber of 11.67 MHz, and a source efficiency of 15.5% ± 2.8%. The fiber-coupled brightness demonstrated here is approaching the level of evanescently coupled microfiber-microcavity systems that have source efficiencies in the 20% to 25% range [33,34], while it readily offers a twofold improvement as compared to Ref. [14] using evanescent coupling from a planar waveguide containing QDs to a microfiber. However, in comparison to these previous QD single-photon sources based on evanescent coupling to optical fibers, our approach separates the high $\beta$-factor extraction structure from the fiber outcoupling structure, enabling independent design and optimization of these two critical elements. This also demonstrates that the inherently efficient, robust, and broadband planar single-photon source technology is reaching the impressive level of brightness achieved using narrowband cavity QED approaches in confocal microscopy setups [6,7] in which the devices have fiber-coupled source efficiency in the range of 13% to 15%. The planar technology promises a path toward fully-integrated photonic quantum-information processing.

In conclusion, we have presented an approach to a highly efficient single-photon source by coupling a QD to a high $\beta$-factor photonic waveguide and subsequently transferring the collected photons to an optical fiber via evanescent coupling. This is a significant step forward toward a truly deterministic source of single photons, where all loss mechanisms associated with generation, propagation, and detection are carefully controlled. By implementing tapered photonic waveguides in conjunction with tapered fiber dimples, a chip-to-fiber coupling efficiency exceeding 80% was demonstrated. The overall source efficiency of the fiber-coupled device was found to be 10% to 15% and the relevant loss processes were carefully analyzed. We emphasize that this evaluation of the source efficiency fully accounts for the non-zero value of $g^{(2)}(0)$. We anticipate that by optimizing further the chip-to-fiber coupling interface, introducing better quality microfibers [35], and suppressing radiative blinking and mixing of dipoles by implementing resonant excitation, a single-photon source with an efficiency exceeding 50% is soon within reach, meaning that a rate of $>40$ MHz of single photons may be generated at the output of a single-mode fiber. Furthermore, implementing electrical control of QDs in the waveguide structures allows for the generation of highly coherent photons where a degree of indistinguishability of 62% has recently been reported using quasi-resonant excitation [16], which may be further improved to near unity by implementing pi-pulse excitation [5,6]. Such an efficient source would create new possibilities for the experimental realization of photonic boson sampling and quantum simulation with a large number of photons [17,18]. Moreover, the planar photonic-crystal platform opens a range of novel opportunities for implementing more advanced quantum functionalities for targeting the construction of complex scalable photonic networks [36,37].
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